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Atoms in an ultracold highly excited sample are strongly coupled through the dipole-dipole
interaction. In an effort to understand and manipulate the complicated interactions in this system we
are investigating their dependence on the relative orientation of the dipoles. By focusing a 480 nm beam
from a tunable dye laser into a magneto-optical trap, we produce a nearly one-dimensional sample of
Rydberg atoms. The trap lies at the center of four conducting rods with which we can vary the
magnitude and direction of the electric field at the trap, thus controlling the orientation of the dipoles
with respect to the sample axis. We have measured the strength of the interaction for a variety of relative
orientations.
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A controlled interaction between quantum systems is a
primary ingredient for quantum computation. While the
coherent manipulation of a variety of coupled quantum
systems is being pursued, the simplicity of atoms and ions
and the precision with which they can be manipulated
make them particularly attractive in these studies [1]. Re-
cently, researchers were able to entangle four ions in a
realization of a four-quantum-bit logic gate [2]. Al-
though this is an impressive accomplishment, decoher-
ence due to stray electric fields remains problematic in the
ionic system. Several proposals have suggested ways in
which neutral atoms may be entangled by exploiting the
exaggerated properties of Rydberg states that are excited
in a sample of trapped atoms to produce the strong, long-
range interaction necessary to build a fast quantum gate
[3–6].
Cold Rydberg atoms also present an avenue for study-
ing fundamental physical processes. The time scale for a
typical experiment in this system can vary from tens of
nanoseconds to tens of microseconds and is set by the
interaction strength among atoms and the lifetime of the
Rydberg states. On these time scales atoms at typical
temperatures and densities achievable in a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) move only a small fraction of the
average interatomic spacing. Such a nearly frozen gas of
strongly interacting atoms behaves in many ways like an
amorphous solid. In such a solid, the resonant energy
exchange among atoms is not dominated by two body
interactions, but rather by the collective interaction
among many atoms in the sample [7–9]. Our goal in
this work is to manipulate both the internal state of the
atoms and the spatial structure of the sample to explore
and control the interactions and energy transport in this
system. As a first step toward this goal we have con-
structed a one-dimensional sample, which suppresses
many body effects, and explored the angular dependence
of the dipole-dipole interaction between atoms.
Our experiment begins by trapping about 106 atoms in
a MOT. Next we tightly focus a pulsed blue laser beam
through the MOT to excite a line of Rydberg atoms. This
excitation is done in the presence of a static electric field,
which serves to tune the energies of the atoms so that they
may resonantly interact as well as orient these interacting
dipoles [10]. After a fixed interaction time the atoms are
field ionized in order to measure the number of atoms that
have resonantly interacted.
We trap 85Rb atoms using diode lasers in a standard
MOT [11–13]. The typical trap for this experiment had a
diameter of 0.5 mm and contained about 106 atoms at a
temperature of approximately 300 K. The MOT is cen-
tered in a configuration of four parallel field wires, ar-
ranged at the corners of a square of side 1.27 cm.
To produce Rydberg atoms, the 85Rb atoms are excited
to the 32d level from the 5p3=2 state using a 480 nm dye
laser (Coumarin-480) pumped with a frequency tripled
Nd:YAG (Nd-doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser run-
ning at 20 Hz. The beam from the dye laser is spatially
filtered and directed into the MOT along an axis perpen-
dicular to the field wires. Using a doublet-meniscus lens
combination, the beam is focused to a waist of approxi-
mately 10 m. The excited volume of cold atoms is long
(the diameter of the trap) and thin, with a diameter of
approximately the same value as the interatomic spacing.
This scheme produces a nearly one-dimensional line of
Rydberg atoms thus defining the direction of the separa-
tion vector between atoms.
To control the orientation of the dipole moments rela-
tive to the separation vector, a static electric field is
introduced. The voltage on each of the four rods is inde-
pendently set to produce an electric field of the desired
magnitude and direction at the trap. The electric field can
be continuously scanned in magnitude over a 2:5 V=cm
range while keeping its direction fixed.
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The atoms are allowed to interact in the static electric
field for 3 s. This is long enough to allow for an appre-
ciable energy transfer, but short compared to the Rydberg
state lifetime of 37 s. This 3 s interaction time is also
short enough that a typical atom in our MOT moves at
most one tenth of the average interatomic spacing. At
various electric field strengths, there are Stark states
equally spaced in energy above and below the excited d
state, where a resonant energy exchange can occur. There
are two sets of states for which this happens,
32d 32d! 34p n  30 and (1a)
32d 32d! 33p n  31; (1b)
where n  30 and n  31 refer to manifold states.
Figure 1 shows a Stark map for the region around 32d
along with a typical resonance of the type described by
Eq. (1a). The energy exchange between two Rydberg
atoms in the MOT is mediated by the dipole-dipole
interaction,
V  1  2  31  R^2  R^
R3
: (2)
Here 1 and 2 are the 32d! 34p and 32d! n  30
electric dipole matrix elements and R is the separation
vector connecting the pair of atoms [14].
At the end of the interaction time a high voltage field
ionization pulse is applied to the pair of wires furthest
from the electron detector. The pulse amplitude is ad-
justed to ionize the initial 32d state along with any atoms
that have been excited to the 34p state by interacting via
Eq. (1a). The ionized electrons are detected with a chev-
ron microchannel plate assembly. The field ionization
pulse has a rise time of 1:5 s and provides sufficient
energy resolution to time resolve the 32d signal from the
34p signal, but not to resolve the j ormj sublevels of these
states. The interactions of Eq. (1b) occur at a higher field
and lie outside of our current scan range.
The time resolved electron signal is collected as the
magnitude of the static electric field is scanned over many
shots of the laser. The fraction of atoms that interacts is
found by integrating the first peak in the time resolved
signal, which is associated with the 34p state, and nor-
malizing by the total (32d 34p) signal. In Fig. 2 we plot
this fraction as the static field is scanned through many
resonances. Because of the large number of possible states
(all j and mj values for the two initial d states, the final p
state, and manifold states), there are approximately 5000
possible resonances in the region from 0 to 10 V=cm. The
strongest of these resonances tend to cluster in a way that
gives the appearance of a rather simple spectrum; how-
ever, each of the broad peaks seen in our data is actually a
superposition of a number of resonances. The general
agreement between the data and calculation shown in
Fig. 2 demonstrates a basic understanding of the numer-
ous interactions that occur in this range of fields. A full
description of this calculation is given after we discuss
angular dependence.
FIG. 1. Stark map of the 32d states, 34p states, and n  30
manifold states that contribute to the resonances of Eq. (1a). For
clarity, only the mj  1=2 states are shown for the manifold.
The example resonance shown depicts two interacting atoms
that have been excited to the 32d3=2; mj  1=2 and the
32d5=2; mj  3=2. One atom is further excited to the 34p1=2
while the other falls to a manifold state. Both the 34p and 32d
states are detected using selective field ionization.
FIG. 2. Scan of the 32d interaction superimposed on a cal-
culation of the interaction. The calculation accounts for most of
the major features, except for the peak near 0:5 V=cm, which
may not be a result of the interactions of Eqs. (1a) and (1b). This
scan was taken with the field oriented at 90 with respect to the
sample axis. The dashed line sets off our region of interest for
the angular dependence study.
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In our exploration of the angular dependence of the
dipole-dipole interaction we focus our attention on the
two peaks that fall between 2.5 and 4:5 V=cm. We begin
by carefully overlapping the focus of the dye laser with
the MOT. This is done by translating the lens assembly
along the laser’s propagation direction to the position that
minimizes the total electron signal. The minimum elec-
tron signal corresponds to the smallest excited atom
volume, which occurs when the focus is at the center of
the trap. The transverse position of the focus is also
adjusted to be well centered within the electrode configu-
ration to maximize the field homogeneity. Figure 3 shows
the fraction of atoms that interacted for two different
angles. The angle is measured between the applied elec-
tric field, which orients the dipoles, and the sample axis,
which defines the separation vector. We see that the reso-
nant interaction is much larger at 90 than at 45. For
each angle, the total area of both peaks was integrated to
measure the interaction strength at that angle. We also
scan the field amplitude for each of seven other orientation
angles and integrate the area under these peaks to pro-
duce the plot of interaction strength versus angle as shown
in Fig. 4.
Modeling this data requires a careful consideration of
all of the transitions that contribute to the interactions in
these two peaks. We only model pairwise interactions
between atoms. Many body effects were neglected be-
cause each atom in a one-dimensional sample has far
fewer neighbors than in a three-dimensional amorphous
solid. In particular, each atom in the line will have only
two neighbors, one on each side, and the interaction will
be dominated by the closer of the two. Our calculations
begin with the generation of a Stark map for the region
n  26–43 [15]. Using this Stark map, the locations of
resonances are found (simply by searching for electric
fields where the energy separations are equal). For each of
these resonances, the matrix elements corresponding to
all of the possible mj transitions are calculated. It is in
these matrix elements that the angular dependence ap-
pears. The matrix elements are calculated using
V  e
2
R3
h 1jh 2jr1  r2  3r1  R^r2  R^j 02ij 01i; (3)
where the subscripts refer to different atoms and the
primed and unprimed states refer to the final and initial
states, respectively, and 1 and 2 have been factored
according to   er. Writing out the scalar products we
obtain
V  e
2
R3
h 1jh 2jx1x2  y1y2  z1z2  3x1R^x  y1R^y
z1R^zx2R^x  y2R^y  z2R^zj 02ij 01i; (4)
where
R^ x  sin cosx^; R^y  sin siny^;
R^z  cosz^:
(5)
The radial component of the integral is calculated using
the Numerov method [16] while the terms in Eq. (5)
account for the angular dependence of the matrix ele-
ments [17,18]. Averaging over , there are three types of
angular dependence present:
f1  1 3cos22; f2  9sin2cos2;
f3  9sin4:
(6)
In Eq. (6), f1 is the expected angular dependence in the
classical case that one would obtain using Eq. (2) for two
aligned dipoles, which corresponds to a resonant energy
exchange between states where mj  0 for both atoms
or where mj  1 for one atom and mj  1 for the
other. The other types (f2 and f3) arise from the different
combinations of Eq. (5) present in the integrals and cor-
respond to mj  0 for one atom and mj  1 for the
other for f2 or to mj  1 for both atoms for an
angular dependence given by f3.
FIG. 3. Voltage scans at two angles for the two peaks that
were studied, showing the fraction of atoms excited to the 34p
state. The solid line is a scan at a relative orientation angle of
90, while the dotted line is for 45. The total area beneath the
peaks was used as a measure of the relative strength of the
interaction.
FIG. 4. Interaction strength versus angle in arbitrary units.
Data were taken at nine different angles. The smooth curve is a
calculated angular dependence, with no fitting parameters. The
error bars represent statistical uncertainties in our measure-
ments.
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Once all of the matrix elements are calculated, they are
squared to give an intensity for each resonance.
Returning to Fig. 2 we show the results of these calcu-
lations when each resonance is assigned a width of
0:04 V=cm based on comparison to the experimental
data. The initial population of excited states is calculated
by finding the oscillator strengths from the 5p3=2 (mj 
1=2, mj  3=2) states to the various 32d states. This is a
reasonable assumption given that our dye laser bandwidth
is too broad to resolve the fine structure splitting of the
32d state. Figure 2 shows good agreement between our
experimental and theoretical results for the fields at which
the resonant energy exchanges occur; however, there is
some discrepancy in the relative strengths of these inter-
actions. Given the simplicity of our calculation these
discrepancies are not surprising. In fact, this model is a
measure of the interaction strength between a pair of
atoms and does not take into account any residual many
body effects or the details of the time dependence of the
interaction.
To calculate the theoretical angular dependence curve
shown in Fig. 4, the area under each of the two peaks we
studied is calculated for a range of angles. While the
agreement between the theoretical and experimental
curves is not exact, there is strong qualitative agreement.
The angular dependence shows a broad minimum near
55 in the measured signal strength and near 45 in the
calculated interaction strength. Likely sources for this
discrepancy are the simplicity of our model along with
the complexity of the system in terms of the number of
states that can resonantly exchange energy in this region.
By controlling the initial excited states present or by
finding a spectral region where the resonances are better
isolated, one should be able to isolate the three angular
dependencies of Eq. (6). More precise control of this type
may ultimately be useful in engineering controlled quan-
tum interactions useful for quantum computing.
The angular dependence observed in our one-
dimensional sample of atoms also has important impli-
cations for the energy transfer in the three-dimensional
amorphous systems previously studied, which point to the
importance of many body interactions among atoms. It
has been suggested that the simultaneous interaction
among many atoms in the three-dimensional amorphous
sample may lead to the formation of much broader energy
bands than would be seen if two body collisions were
dominant [7]. Recent dephasing measurements support
this notion [19]. In another model of this amorphous
sample, the energy exchange is initiated between close
pairs of atoms and then diffuses away in analogy to an
autocatalytic process in a chemical reaction [8]. In either
case, all of the dipole moments in the system are initially
aligned by the applied static field. The angular depen-
dence of the interaction will then limit the dimensional-
ity or pathway of the many body interactions. Further
studies of how the dimensionality and spatial structure of
the cold Rydberg atom sample can affect the energy
exchange among atoms are underway.
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